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We, the undersigned faculty, students, and staff at the City University of New York, express our 
opposition to the resolution that the CUNY Board of Trustees allocate $1,985,050 over the next 
five years to renew the university’s contract with Turnitin.  
Our opposition is based on the following four principles: (1) misunderstanding about the nature 
and intent of this software, as represented in the resolution; (2) Turnitin’s violation of the CUNY 
University Faculty Senate’s Resolution Affirming the Privacy of Learning Data and Principles for 
Working with Third-Party Vendors, approved in May 2020; (3) the lack of consultation with 
relevant and interested faculty, staff, and student groups across CUNY; and (4) the 
questionable wisdom of a commitment by the university to the exorbitant cost of this contract 
during a moment of fiscal crisis.  
What Turnitin Is and Is Not 
The resolution refers to Turnitin as “plagiarism detection software,” a claim that the company 
disputes on its own website: “So does Turnitin detect plagiarism? No - Turnitin offers a tool that 
helps educators (and their students) make informed evaluations of student work rapidly and 
move on to the important task of discerning what their students need in the way of instruction, 
correction or judicial action.”1 Turnitin estimates the likelihood of document similarity, which is a 
poor method of evaluating originality of writing, not an accurate enough measure of similarity to 
determine authenticity, insufficient as a means of determining student motivation, and 
empirically less effective than instructor intervention to improve student writing. Moreover, 
Turnitin’s accuracy is itself disputed. A University of Texas, Austin study finds that Turnitin is 
marginally more effective than a 10-word Google search, which requires less instructor training 
and significantly lower cost.2 Turnitin’s accuracy is marginally greater than a coin toss.  
1 “Does Turnitin Detect Plagiarism?” https://www.turnitin.com/blog/does-turnitin-detect-plagiarism 
2 Schorn, “Replicated Text Detection: Test of Turnitin.” 
https://www.insidehighered.com/sites/default/server_files/files/2015plagtest.pdf  
1
Despite five years of use, CUNY has presented no research or data to confirm its claims that 
Turnitin has “operated successfully (as a plagiarism detection software) to date.” Research at 
other colleges and universities has shown that instructor interventions were far more effective 
deterrents to plagiarism.3 Furthermore, research on student experience with Turnitin as a 
formative writing tool has noted a decline in student fluency with citation, paraphrasing, and 
summarizing.4 In fact, some studies point to the likelihood that the use of Turnitin increases 
students’ hesitancy to attempt quoting or paraphrasing for fear of being “caught” plagiarizing.  
Turnitin has not been proven to be an effective method for supporting academic integrity or a 
vehicle for strengthening student writing, and the product’s lack of transparency prevents 
necessary validation of its claims. 
Violation of University Faculty Senate Resolution Affirming Privacy of Learning Data 
Turnitin’s value comes from the data it collects and stores, as evidenced by Advance 
Publication’s $1.75B purchase of Turnitin in March 2019.5 Turnitin builds its content database 
using the student work that is run through the system without allowing individuals to opt-out of 
such use. Its profit model is entirely dependent on absorbing the intellectual property of students 
into its proprietary database of content without seeking meaningful consent or providing 
compensation. Now owned by a media data company, there is increased potential for misuse of 
the student-generated content (data) that undergirds the technology service. Turnitin is NOT 
the same company today that it was in 2015 when CUNY entered its previous contract. 
The renewal of the existing Turnitin contract violates the principles endorsed by the CUNY 
University Faculty Senate in its Resolution Affirming the Privacy of Learning Data and Principles 
for Working with Third-Party Vendors (May 2020). The UFS principles are an effort to ensure 
the ethical use of student data and they reflect a growing concern about data collected by third-
party vendors contracted by CUNY to provide educational technology services. The CUNY 
student population, which includes undocumented immigrants and members of other 
marginalized communities, may be particularly vulnerable to privacy risks associated with digital 
technologies. Faculty and student consultation in the selection of technology tools that are 
integral to the core functions of the university is necessary to protect the integrity of our 
research, teaching, and learning activities.  
The UFS resolution sets forth a set of principles and practices that include: ownership, ethical 
use, transparency, freedom of expression, protection, and access/control. The practices specify 
that users (students and faculty) will own the data generated through use of educational 
technologies; that service providers will not sell or otherwise monetize user data; and that users 
will control the use of their own intellectual property. The UFS resolution also calls on CUNY 
and its Office of General Counsel to “assure that commercial third-party products and services 
contracted by the University conform to these principles and practices.” The blanket renewal of 
3 Heckler, Rice, and Bryan, “Turnitin Systems.” 
4 Rolfe, “Can Turnitin Be Used to Provide Instant Formative Feedback?” 
5 “Turnitin to Be Acquired by Advance Publications for $1.75B - EdSurge News.” 
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a 2015 contract with Turnitin, while ignoring the changed landscape of the educational 
technology market, runs afoul of the UFS principles of data ownership and the ethical use of 
student data and should be opposed. 
Consultation of Relevant Expert Groups 
The resolution claims that campuses were consulted on the renewal of the contract with 
TurnItin, but the nature of this consultation is unclear. Several relevant university-wide bodies 
were not consulted, including the Committee on Academic Technology, the Council of Writing 
Across the Curriculum Coordinators, the Center for Teaching and Learning Council, the Library 
and Information Technology Committee of the University Faculty Senate, and the University 
Student Senate. CUNY also is home to hundreds of faculty researchers in the field of 
composition and rhetoric whose work raises relevant questions about the efficacy of plagiarism 
detection services in both protecting academic integrity and helping students grow as writers.6 
These groups have expertise supporting, researching, designing, and using solutions for the 
pedagogical challenges this resolution is meant to address. Many faculty, staff, and students 
believe that Turnitin harms students as writers while unethically seizing and monetizing their 
intellectual property. The resolution suggests a consensus around the desire for this software 
that does not exist.   
Fiscal Context 
CUNY is experiencing devastating budget uncertainty, with expanding class sizes, hundreds of 
non-renewed adjunct faculty, and indefinitely delayed contractual step-increases for faculty and 
staff. This resolution commits the university to spending $1,985,050 for a service it has not 
demonstrated that it needs, funding that could be better used to hire faculty, staff writing 
centers, and support faculty development initiatives that sustain financial investments over time 
by building institutional knowledge and expertise.  
At a time of major fiscal crisis, it is unconscionable that the university would invest such 
significant resources on a contract that runs counter to the academic principles at the heart of its 
mission.  
6 “Resolution on Plagiarism Detection Software,” Conference on College Composition and 
Communication, 2013.  
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Timestamp Name Title Campus
1. 12/3/20 8:13 Luke Waltzer Director, Teaching and Learning Center The CUNY Graduate Center
2. 12/3/20 10:02 Roxanne Shirazi Dissertation Research Librarian and Assistant Professor The Graduate Center
3. 12/3/20 10:30 Laurie Hurson Open Educational Technologist The Graduate Center, CUNY
4. 12/3/20 11:38 Stacy Katz Assistant Professor Lehman College
5. 12/3/20 11:42 Lisa Rhody Deputy Director of Digital Initiatives The CUNY Graduate Center
6. 12/3/20 11:52 Allison Lehr Samuels
Director, Center for Teaching and Learning, Lecturer, Department of 
Management Baruch College
7. 12/3/20 11:54 Maura Smale Chief Librarian and Professor NYC College of Technology
8. 12/3/20 11:55 Stephen Klein Digital Services Librarian Graduate Center
9. 12/3/20 11:56 Param Ajmera GC Digital Fellow and PhD Candidate, English Graduate Center
10. 12/3/20 11:57 Eliza Marks Graduate Student and Adjunct Graduate Center
11. 12/3/20 11:58 Stefano Morello Doctoral Student/Digital Fellow The Graduate Center/Queens College
12. 12/3/20 11:58 Katina Rogers Co-Director, The Futures Initiative and CUNY Humanities Alliance The Graduate Center
13. 12/3/20 11:59 Nora Almeida Associate Professor New York City College of Technology
14. 12/3/20 12:00 Gloria Fisk Associate Professor Queens College
15. 12/3/20 12:00 Matthew K. Gold Associate Professor of English and Digital Humanities CUNY Graduate Center
16. 12/3/20 12:01 Carli Snyder Graduate Teaching Fellow/Student Brooklyn College/Graduate Center
17. 12/3/20 12:01 Elena Abou Mrad Master's Student - Digital Humanities CUNY Graduate Center
18. 12/3/20 12:01 Alycia Sellie Associate Librarian for Collections and Associate Professor Graduate Center
19. 12/3/20 12:02 Brianne Waychoff Associate Professor BMCC
20. 12/3/20 12:03 Jill Cirasella
Associate Professor / Associate Librarian for Scholarly Communication and 
Digital Scholarship Graduate Center
21. 12/3/20 12:03 Joseph van der Naald WAC Fellow and PhD Student Kingsborough Community College and the Graduate Center
22. 12/3/20 12:05 Joanna Thompson
Adjunct Librarian Borough of Manhattan Community College & New York City College of 
Technology
23. 12/3/20 12:06 Andrew McKinney OER Coordinator Central Office
24. 12/3/20 12:06 Sarah Bishop Associate Professor Baruch
25. 12/3/20 12:06 Nicole Williams Open Resources Librarian Bronx Community College
26. 12/3/20 12:06 Johanna Devaney Assistant Professor Brooklyn College and Graduate Center
27. 12/3/20 12:06 Shani Tzoref PhD; M.A.student in Digital Humanities Graduate Center
28. 12/3/20 12:06 Wanett Clyde Collections Management Librarian and Archivist- Assistant Professor NYCCT
29. 12/3/20 12:06 Rachel Stern Instructional Technologist Queens College
30. 12/3/20 12:07 Meredith Powers Electronic Resources Librarian York College
31. 12/3/20 12:08 Anne Leonard Associate Professor NYC College of Technology
32. 12/3/20 12:08 Aisha Pena Associate Professor Baruch College (CUNY)
33. 12/3/20 12:09 Lisa Finder Associate Professor Hunter College, CUNY
34. 12/3/20 12:09 Junior Tidal Web Services and Multimedia Librarian, Associate Professor City Tech
35. 12/3/20 12:11 John Schriner Web Services Librarian Queensborough Community College
36. 12/3/20 12:11 Kathleen Collins Professor John Jay College
37. 12/3/20 12:12 Stephen Francoeur User Experience Librarian Baruch College
38. 12/3/20 12:12 Cailean Cooney Assistant Professor New York City College of Technology
39. 12/3/20 12:12 Sonali Sugrim Assistant Professor Queens College
40. 12/3/20 12:13 Robin Miller Open Educational Technologist The Graduate Center
41. 12/3/20 12:16 Stacy Hartman Director, The PublicsLab The Graduate Center
42. 12/3/20 12:19 Philip Pecorino Professor Queensborough Community College
43. 12/3/20 12:20 Sofya Aptekar Associate Professor School of Labor and Urban Studies
44. 12/3/20 12:21 Leslie Ward
Assistant Professor/Emerging Technologies and Digital Scholarship 
Librarian Queensborough Community College
45. 12/3/20 12:21 Zachary Muhlbauer Graduate Teaching Fellow Graduate Center
46. 12/3/20 12:21 Jonas Reitz Professor New York City College of Technology
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47. 12/3/20 12:22 Robert Farrell Associate Professor, Library Lehman
48. 12/3/20 12:22 Vanessa Arce Assistant Professor and Head of Reference Lehman College
49. 12/3/20 12:23 Benjamin Franz Assistant Professor/Coordinator of Cataloging and Metadata Medgar Evers College CUNY
50. 12/3/20 12:23 Christopher Schmidt Professor LaGuardia CC and The Graduate Center
51. 12/3/20 12:24 Jacob Aplaca Adjunct Lecturer and PhD Candidate Hunter and The Graduate Center
52. 12/3/20 12:24 Sharanya Dutta PhD Student, GTF Graduate Center
53. 12/3/20 12:25 Hilarie Ashton Ph.D Candidate Grad Center
54. 12/3/20 12:26 Kate Moss Doctoral Lecturer School of Professional Studies
55. 12/3/20 12:27 Ellen Belcher Associate Professor John Jay College of Criminal Justice
56. 12/3/20 12:29 Laurie Lomask Assistant Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
57. 12/3/20 12:30 Alex Wolf Associate Professor Bronx Community College
58. 12/3/20 12:31 Tanya Pollard Professor Brooklyn College and the Graduate Center
59. 12/3/20 12:33 Ann Fiddler Open Education Librarian Central Office
60. 12/3/20 12:33 Carrie Hintz Professor of English Queens/CUNY and The Graduate Center/CUNY
61. 12/3/20 12:33 David Hershinow Director of the Writing Center Graduate Center
62. 12/3/20 12:34 Todd Simpson Assistant Professor/Librarian York College
63. 12/3/20 12:34 Pennee Bender
Associate Director, American Social History Project/Center for Media and 
Learning Graduate Center
64. 12/3/20 12:34 Vikki Terrile Assistant Professor Queensborough Community College




Associate Professor of English
Baruch College
67. 12/3/20 12:35 Cathy N. Davidson
Distinguished Professor of English, and MA in Digital Humanities and MS in 
Data Analysis and Visualization Graduate Center CUNY
68. 12/3/20 12:37 Jason Tougaw Professor Queens College
69. 12/3/20 12:37 J. Silvia Cho Interlibrary Loan Supervisor The Graduate Center, CUNY
70. 12/3/20 12:38 Amy Wan Associate Professor, English Queens College
71. 12/3/20 12:38 Ria Banerjee Associate Professor of English Guttman Community College
72. 12/3/20 12:38 Rebeca Arzola Lecturer - Librarian Lehman College
73. 12/3/20 12:39 Kevin L. Ferguson Associate Professor of English / Director of Writing at Queens Queens College
74. 12/3/20 12:39 Craig Stone Project Manager for Educational Technology Baruch College
75. 12/3/20 12:39 Lisa A. Ellis Associate Professor Baruch College
76. 12/3/20 12:40 Margot Kotler PhD Candidate and Adjunct Instructor Graduate Center and Queens College
77. 12/3/20 12:41 Molly Daniels Student Hunter College
78. 12/3/20 12:41 Timothy Wilcox Alumnus, now Ph.D. in English Hunter College
79. 12/3/20 12:41 Tim Dalton Graduate Teaching Fellow Lehman College
80. 12/3/20 12:41 Amy Hsin Associate Professor Queens College
81. 12/3/20 12:42 Sujung Kim Senior Research Associate Graduate Center
82. 12/3/20 12:43 Kandice Chuh Professor of English, American Studies, and Critical Social Psychology Graduate Center
83. 12/3/20 12:43 Rebecca Shapiro Associate professor New York City College of Technology
84. 12/3/20 12:43 Annmarie Drury Associate Professor of English Queens College
85. 12/3/20 12:44 Patrick Smyth Adjunct Lecturer The Graduate Center, CUNY
86. 12/3/20 12:45 Filipa Calado GC Digital Fellow and PhD Candidate in English Graduate Center
87. 12/3/20 12:46 Lindsey Albracht Lecturer in English Queens College
88. 12/3/20 12:46 Karl Steel Professor, English Literature Brooklyn College and the Graduate Center, CUNY
89. 12/3/20 12:47 Beth Posner Head of Library Resource Sharing The Graduate Center
90. 12/3/20 12:47 Andrew Shapiro Graduate Teaching Fellow The Graduate Center
91. 12/3/20 12:48 Kelly Embree Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
92. 12/3/20 12:49 Suzanne Bernard Adjunct Librarian Graduate Center
93. 12/3/20 12:49 Meghan Gilbert-Hickey Assistant Professor Guttman CC
94. 12/3/20 12:49 Anthony Wheeler Graduate Center Fellow The Graduate Center
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95. 12/3/20 12:49 Lisa Hirschfield Student/Communications Specialist Graduate Center/Lehman College
96. 12/3/20 12:50 Anna Zeemont Writing Center Consultant/Non-Teaching Adjunct Baruch College
97. 12/3/20 12:52 Alexandra Milsom Assistant Professor Hostos CC
98. 12/3/20 12:52 Lucas Kwong Assistant Professor of English New York City College of Technology
99. 12/3/20 12:52 Celina Su Marilyn J. Gittell Chair in Urban Studies, Professor Brooklyn College, Graduate Center
100. 12/3/20 12:52 Alexander Schlutz associate professor John Jay College
101. 12/3/20 12:53 Mariana Regalado Professor and Librarian Brooklyn College
102. 12/3/20 12:54 Sara P. Alvarez Assistant Professor Queens College, CUNY
103. 12/3/20 12:54 Tatiana Ades
Case Manager, Borough of Manhattan Community College / MALS student 
at The Graduate Center Borough of Manhattan Community College / The Graduate Center
104. 12/3/20 12:54 Caroline K. Hong Associate Professor Queens College
105. 12/3/20 12:54 Marco Navarro Lecturer, English; Director, Writing Center Queens College
106. 12/3/20 12:54 Luis Henao Uribe Humanities Scholar - The Teaching and Learning Center The Graduate Center
107. 12/3/20 12:54 Destry Sibley Graduate Center PhD Student and Teaching Fellow at City College Graduate Center / CCNY
108. 12/3/20 12:55 Krystyna Michael Assistant Professor of English Hostos
109. 12/3/20 12:55 Anna Alexis Larsson Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
110. 12/3/20 12:57 Christina Nadler Postdoc for Teaching and Learning Macaulay Honors College
111. 12/3/20 12:57 Elizabeth Porter Assistant Professor Hostos CC
112. 12/3/20 12:57 Katherine Pradt Adjunct Reference Librarian Graduate Center
113. 12/3/20 12:57 Aaron Botwick Assistant Professor Hostos
114. 12/3/20 12:58 Victoria Munoz Assistant Professor Hostos
115. 12/3/20 12:59 Jody R. Rosen Associate Professor New York City College of Technology
116. 12/3/20 12:59 Lee Ann Fullington Assistant Professor Brooklyn College
117. 12/3/20 13:00 Catherine Engh Adjunct Assistant Professor Hunter College
118. 12/3/20 13:00 Leila Walker Assistant Professor, Digital Scholarship Librarian Queens College
119. 12/3/20 13:01 B Taylor student CUNY School of Law
120. 12/3/20 13:03 Joel Kuszai Associate Professor Queensborough Community College
121. 12/3/20 13:04 John Weir Associate Professor of English Queens College
122. 12/3/20 13:05 Sean Gerrity Assistant Professor of English Hostos Community College
123. 12/3/20 13:05 Katie Uva Adjunct Lecturer Baruch
124. 12/3/20 13:06 Inés Vañó García PhD candidate (LAILAC) / TLC Fellow The Graduate Center
125. 12/3/20 13:07 Atasi Das TLC Fellow and Doctoral Student The Graduate Center, CUNY
126. 12/3/20 13:08 Naomi Schiller Associate Professor Brooklyn College
127. 12/3/20 13:09 Jesse Rice-Evans Doctoral Candidate & Digital Pedagogy Fellow Graduate Center & City Tech
128. 12/3/20 13:09 Nora E. Carr Ph.D. Candidate & Adjunct Lecturer CUNY Graduate Center & Queens College, CUNY
129. 12/3/20 13:10 Christopher Stein Associate Professor, Chair BMCC
130. 12/3/20 13:10 Annie Tummino Archivist Queens College
131. 12/3/20 13:11 Sam O'Hana GTF, PhD Student Hunter & GC
132. 12/3/20 13:11 Cristine Khan PhD Student in Sociology and Graduate Teaching Fellow CUNY Graduate Center
133. 12/3/20 13:12 Duncan Faherty Associate Professor Queens College
134. 12/3/20 13:13 Sian Silyn Roberts Associate Professor Queens College, CUNY
135. 12/3/20 13:13 Kelly Josephs Professor York College




Professor of French, Hunter College and GC; Professor of History (GC); 
Director, Henri Peyre French Institute Hunter College
138. 12/3/20 13:13 Kara Schlichting Assistant Professor of History Queens College
139. 12/3/20 13:14 Rebecca Mlynarczyk Professor Emerita The Graduate Center
140. 12/3/20 13:14 Megan Paslawski Lecturer Queens College
141. 12/3/20 13:14 Scott Sheidlower Professor York
142. 12/3/20 13:15 Sheryl Williams Student CUNY Graduate Center
143. 12/3/20 13:15 Dhipinder Walia Lecturer lehman
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144. 12/3/20 13:16 Cliff Mak Assistant Professor Queens College
145. 12/3/20 13:18 Marci Goodman Director, College Now Program Queens College
146. 12/3/20 13:19 Rhoda Sirlin Lecturer Queens College
147. 12/3/20 13:19 Louis Nicolosi Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
148. 12/3/20 13:20 Rebecca Suzuki Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
149. 12/3/20 13:20 Mitchell Wilson PhD student and Adjunct Professor Graduate Center and Queens College
150. 12/3/20 13:20 Daniela Salazar Monarrez
Adjunct Instructor
Queens College
151. 12/3/20 13:20 William Orchard Associate Professor, English Queens College
152. 12/3/20 13:21 Christopher John Williams
Lecturer, Associate Director of FYW
Queens College
153. 12/3/20 13:21 Gerry Martini Associate Director of Admissions The Graduate Center
154. 12/3/20 13:23 Jonathan Cope Associate Professor CSI
155. 12/3/20 13:23 Beverly Fenig Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
156. 12/3/20 13:24 Erika Figel Adjunct Professor Queens College
157. 12/3/20 13:24 James Richie Adjunct Assistant Professor Queens
158. 12/3/20 13:24 Shawna M. Brandle Associate Professor Kinsborough Community College
159. 12/3/20 13:25 Lissette Delgado-Cruzata Associate Professor John Jay College
160. 12/3/20 13:25 Mark Aaron Polger Associate Professor / Librarian College of Staten Island
161. 12/3/20 13:26 Evan Zimroth Professor of English Queens College
162. 12/3/20 13:26 Anastasia Usinowicz Intake Specialist BMCC
163. 12/3/20 13:27 Rob Callaghan HEO CUNY School of Labor and Urban Studies
164. 12/3/20 13:27 Ryan Black Assistant Professor Queens College
165. 12/3/20 13:27 Daniela Valencia Against the renewal Queens College
166. 12/3/20 13:28 Juno Morrow Assistant Professor of Game Design Hostos
167. 12/3/20 13:29 Richard Marotta Adjunct Assistant Professor Queens College
168. 12/3/20 13:29 Michael Handis Associate Professor Graduate Center
169. 12/3/20 13:31 Elizabeth Alsop Assistant Professor CUNY School of Professional Studies
170. 12/3/20 13:31 Zachary Calamari Assistant Professor Baruch College
171. 12/3/20 13:31 Freddy Castro Student CUNY Graduate Center
172. 12/3/20 13:31 Neil Meyer Professor LaGuardia Community College
173. 12/3/20 13:34 Jane Tarica Teacher BMCC
174. 12/3/20 13:34 Allison Douglass Adjunct Instructor Queens College
175. 12/3/20 13:35 Tyler T. Schmidt Associate Professor of English Lehman College
176. 12/3/20 13:35 Sooran Choi Adjunct Assistant Professor City College
177. 12/3/20 13:36 Christopher Silsby IT Project Manager Baruch College
178. 12/3/20 13:36 Beth Sherman Adjunct lecturer Queens College
179. 12/3/20 13:36 Halil Ege Ozen Assistant Prof CSI
180. 12/3/20 13:36 Moustafa Bayoumi Professor Brooklyn College
181. 12/3/20 13:37 Matt Caprioli Lecturer Lehman College
182. 12/3/20 13:39 James Tasato Mellone Associate Professor Queens College
183. 12/3/20 13:39 Alexa Punnamkuzhyil Graduate Student The Grad Center
184. 12/3/20 13:40 Veronica Schanoes Associate Professor Queens College
185. 12/3/20 13:41 Angel Vizurraga Adjunct Lecturer John Jay College of Criminal Justice
186. 12/3/20 13:42 Midori Yamamura Assistant Professor Kngsborough Community College
187. 12/3/20 13:42 Sarah Hildebrand Adjunct Professor of English Lehman College
188. 12/3/20 13:43 Jeremy Czerw Outreach Communication Librarian Queens College
189. 12/3/20 13:43 Eric Alterman Cuny Distinguished Professor of English Brooklyn
190. 12/3/20 13:43 Ammiel Alcalay Professor Queens College
191. 12/3/20 13:45 Anthony Harb Adjunct Instructor Brooklyn College
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192. 12/3/20 13:46 Fred L. Gardaphe Distinguished Professor of English and Italian American Studies Queens
193. 12/3/20 13:46 Melissa Watson Assistant Professor City College
194. 12/3/20 13:46 Marianne Madoré phd student, adjunct lecturer graduate center, brooklyn college
195. 12/3/20 13:46 Linda Miles Assistant Professor Hostos Community College
196. 12/3/20 13:46 Farrah Goff Adjunct Professor Queens College
197. 12/3/20 13:46 Louise Fluk Professor, Collection Development Librarian LaGuardia Community College
198. 12/3/20 13:47 Libby Garland Associate Professor Kingsborough Community College
199. 12/3/20 13:47 Kathleen Dreyer Chief Librarian BMCC
200. 12/3/20 13:47 Karen Weingarten Associate Professor Queens
201. 12/3/20 13:48 Richard Sepulveda CUNY COA BMCC
202. 12/3/20 13:49 Lee Norton Adjunct Assistant Professor Queens College CUNY
203. 12/3/20 13:49 Daniel Libertz Assistant Professor and Associate Director of First-Year Writing Baruch College
204. 12/3/20 13:49 Ann Del Principe Kingsborough
205. 12/3/20 13:50 Michael Spear Assistant Professor Kingsborough Community College
206. 12/3/20 13:51 Dr. Michelle Billies Associate Professor Kingsborough Community College
207. 12/3/20 13:51 Brenna Crowe Adjunct Lecturer CUNY City College
208. 12/3/20 13:51 Jaime Berco CUNY Office Assistant Kingsborough Community College
209. 12/3/20 13:52 Raquel Whitmeyer CUNY Office Assistant BMCC
210. 12/3/20 13:53 Stefania Porcelli Adjunct Assistant Professor Hunter College
211. 12/3/20 13:54 Lucas Joecks Student Graduate Center
212. 12/3/20 13:54 Emily Maanum Masters student- Digital Humanities CUNY Graduate Center
213. 12/3/20 13:54 Mark Miller Associate Professor Hunter College
214. 12/3/20 13:54 Albert Bramante Adjunct Assistant Professor BMCC
215. 12/3/20 13:54 Rocco A. Astore Adjunct Lecturer of Philosophy CUNY: BMCC
216. 12/3/20 13:55 Joanne Ramadani M.S. Candidate The Graduate Center
217. 12/3/20 13:55 Lisa Rose Professor BMCC
218. 12/3/20 13:56 Louis Bury Assistant Professor Hostos CC
219. 12/3/20 13:56 Sarah Johnson Assistant Professor, Social Sciences Librarian; Reference Coordinator Hunter College
220. 12/3/20 13:56 Audrey Guarino Adjunct Professor of Biology Baruch College
221. 12/3/20 13:57 Sara Vogel Alumna, PhD Program in Urban Education Graduate Center
222. 12/3/20 13:57 Patrick Sweeney PhD Candidate; Teaching and Learning Fellow GC; Macaulay
223. 12/3/20 13:58 Joanna Dressel PhD Student / Teaching Fellow and Adjunct Graduate Center / Lehman College
224. 12/3/20 14:00
Elizabeth Bidwell Goetz, 
Ph.D.
Adjunct Assistant Professor, New York City College of Technology; 
Doctoral Graduate in English, Graduate Center New York City College of Technology
225. 12/3/20 14:01 Rebecca Smart Adjunct Lecturer BMCC/Baruch
226. 12/3/20 14:01 Dominique Morgan Student Queens College
227. 12/3/20 14:02 Awestaa Zia student Hunter College
228. 12/3/20 14:02 Rosanne Carlo Assistant Professor College of Staten Island
229. 12/3/20 14:03 Hannah Cohen Adjunct Lecturer CUNY Brooklyn
230. 12/3/20 14:03 Jonathan Hall Professor of English; Chair of the English Department York College
231. 12/3/20 14:03 Kathleen Offenholley Professor BMCC
232. 12/3/20 14:03 Eric Lehman Adjunct Assistant Professor Queens College
233. 12/3/20 14:04 Laura Kates Professor Kingsborough Community College
234. 12/3/20 14:06 Stuart Chen-Hayes Professor Lehman College
235. 12/3/20 14:06 Christine Hutchins Assistant Professor Hostos Community College
236. 12/3/20 14:07 Jean Amaral Associate Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
237. 12/3/20 14:07 Megan Wacha Scholarly Communications Librarian Central Office
238. 12/3/20 14:08 Amy Karp Associate Professor KCC
239. 12/3/20 14:08 Steven Swarbrick Assistant Professor of English Baruch College
240. 12/3/20 14:08 Lane Glisson Associate Professor, E-learning and Instruction Librarian Borough of Manhattan Community College, CUNY
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241. 12/3/20 14:08 Rosalina Diaz Assoc. Professor Medgar Evers College
242. 12/3/20 14:08 George Fragopoulos Associate Professor QCC
243. 12/3/20 14:09 Jeff Voss Graduate Student / Adjunct Graduate Center / Brooklyn College
244. 12/3/20 14:10 Sergio Costa, PhD MSEd Lecturer and Director of Online Learning Graduate School of Public Health and Health Policy
245. 12/3/20 14:11 Lorena Paz López PhD Candidate (LAILAC) The Graduate Center
246. 12/3/20 14:12 Jacqueline Cornetta Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
247. 12/3/20 14:13 Daniel Mann Adjunct Lecturer Queensborough
248. 12/3/20 14:14 Robert J. Holt Professor Queensborough Community College
249. 12/3/20 14:14 Umberto d'arista lecturer qcc
250. 12/3/20 14:16 Sarah Ward Associate Professor Hunter College
251. 12/3/20 14:16 Michael Gossett Third-year graduate student, MA in Digital Humanities The Graduate Center (CUNY)
252. 12/3/20 14:17 Peter Bratsis Associate Professor BMCC
253. 12/3/20 14:17 MIchael Waldman Head, Collection Management/Associate Professor Baruch College
254. 12/3/20 14:17 Molly Mosher adjunct lecturer City College
255. 12/3/20 14:17 Noelia Diaz Assistant English Professor Queensborough Community College
256. 12/3/20 14:18 Dr. Diana Hamilton Director of the Writing Center Baruch College
257. 12/3/20 14:18 Iraida Oliveras College assistant Kingsborough Community College
258. 12/3/20 14:20 Eugene T Rice Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
259. 12/3/20 14:20 A. T. Associate Professor Queensborough Community College
260. 12/3/20 14:20 Caroline Hellman Professor of English NYCCT
261. 12/3/20 14:22 Amanda Filchock MA student Digital Humanities CUNY Graduate Center
262. 12/3/20 14:22 Debra Greenwood Assistant Professor BMCC
263. 12/3/20 14:23 Norman Carey Executive Officer Graduate Center
264. 12/3/20 14:23 Katherine Anderson PhD Student/Adjunct Lecturer The Graduate Center
265. 12/3/20 14:24 Jennifer Radtke Adjunct Lecturer Kingsborough Community College
266. 12/3/20 14:24 Alison Better Associate Professor Kingsborough Community College
267. 12/3/20 14:24 Paul Fess Assistant Professor LaGuardia Community College
268. 12/3/20 14:27 Elisabeth von Uhl Adjunct Assistant Professor City College of New York
269. 12/3/20 14:27 Margaret Carson Associate Professor BMCC
270. 12/3/20 14:27 Kenn Vance Adjunct Lecturer John Jay College and College of Staten Island
271. 12/3/20 14:30 Kalle Westerling
PhD Candidate, Theatre and Performance Studies; Project Manager, Digital 
Humanities Research Institute; TLC Fellow, Macaulay Honors College
The Graduate Center
272. 12/3/20 14:31 Dominique Zino Associate Professor of English LaGuardia Community College
273. 12/3/20 14:32 Michael Mandiberg Professor College of Staten Island
274. 12/3/20 14:33 Michelle McSweeney Adjunct Assistant Professor The Graduate Center
275. 12/3/20 14:33 Benjamin Hanon Assistive Technology Specialist Kingsborough Community College
276. 12/3/20 14:34 Talia Sandwick PhD Candidate in Psychology The Graduate Center, CUNY
277. 12/3/20 14:34 J. Elizabeth Clark Professor of English LaGuardia Community College
278. 12/3/20 14:35 Regina Rochford Professor Queensborough
279. 12/3/20 14:35 Connor French Graduate Assistant City College of New York
280. 12/3/20 14:35 Pat Scala parent of a student Baruch
281. 12/3/20 14:38 Shiraz Biggie Adjunct Lecturer, PhD Candidate and Writing Center Fellow Brooklyn College and The Graduate Center, CUNY
282. 12/3/20 14:38 Melissa T. Brown Associate Professor BMCC
283. 12/3/20 14:38 Andrea Silva Assistant Professor York College
284. 12/3/20 14:40 Jordan Baum Adjunct / Graduate Student Brooklyn College
285. 12/3/20 14:42 Elizabeth Ijalba Associate Professor Queens College
286. 12/3/20 14:42 Linda Bradley Assistant Professor New York City College of Technology
287. 12/3/20 14:43 Derek Ludovici Adjunct Lecturer BC and CCNY
288. 12/3/20 14:44 Eric Dean Wilson Graduate Teaching Fellow Graduate Center / Queens Collage
289. 12/3/20 14:45 Nicole Lopez-Jantzen Associate Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
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290. 12/3/20 14:46 Andrew Goldberg PhD Candidate Graduate Center
291. 12/3/20 14:49 Oriana Mejias Graduate Teaching Fellow The Graduate Center CUNY
292. 12/3/20 14:49 Maritza Arrastia Case Manager BMCC
293. 12/3/20 14:50 Shelly Eversley Interim Chair, Black and Latino Studies Baruch College
294. 12/3/20 14:51 Cary Fitzgerald PhD Candidate, English Graduate Center / Hunter
295. 12/3/20 14:51 Lavelle Porter Assistant Professor of English City Tech
296. 12/3/20 14:52 Lisa Tappeiner Collection Development Librarian Hostos Community College
297. 12/3/20 14:52 Wendy Hayden Associate Professor of English Hunter College
298. 12/3/20 14:53 Noa Welsey Graduate Student Hunter College
299. 12/3/20 14:55 Alyx Raz PhD Student, Graduate Teaching Fellow The Graduate Center
300. 12/3/20 14:57 Erica Roe Adjunct Professor Brooklyn College
301. 12/3/20 14:58 Maaza Mengiste Assistant Professor Queens College
302. 12/3/20 14:58 Brianna Caszatt Graduate Student, MA in Digital Humanities The Graduate Center
303. 12/3/20 14:59 Hillary Miller Assistant Professor, English Queens College
304. 12/3/20 15:01 Charles Theonia Adjunct Lecturer Brooklyn College
305. 12/3/20 15:01 Steven F. Kruger Professor Queens College & Graduate Center
306. 12/3/20 15:01 Beth Evans Associate Professor, Library Brooklyn College
307. 12/3/20 15:03 Caroline Nguyen Student Queens College
308. 12/3/20 15:03 Wendy Ford Associate Professor Queensborough Community College
309. 12/3/20 15:04 Alan Weinman Adjunct Lecturer BMCC-Chambers Street
310. 12/3/20 15:07 Emily Schmidt Library Assistant Baruch College
311. 12/3/20 15:09 Mark Schiebe Associate Professor, English Queensborough CC
312. 12/3/20 15:09 Charles Rice-Gonzalez Asst. Professor Hostos Community College
313. 12/3/20 15:11 Qin Li Assistant Professor Queensborough Community College
314. 12/3/20 15:12 Delia Hernandez Lecturer Kingsborough
315. 12/3/20 15:13 Stephanie Boyle Assistant Professor of History New York City College of Technology
316. 12/3/20 15:13 Emily Springer Student Hunter College
317. 12/3/20 15:13 Steven Dahlke Associate Professor Queensborough
318. 12/3/20 15:13 Nicole Cooley Professor and MFA Director Queens College
319. 12/3/20 15:14 Daniel Casey CLIP Instructor and Adjunct Lecturer Hostos Community College
320. 12/3/20 15:14 Boran Beric Mr. Kingsborough Community College
321. 12/3/20 15:16 Jarrett Moran PhD candidate Graduate Center, CUNY
322. 12/3/20 15:17 Anne Hays Assistant Professor College of Staten Island
323. 12/3/20 15:19 K. Neale Lecturer; Coordinator, Cultural Diversity Program York College
324. 12/3/20 15:19 Angela Dunne Adjunct Lecturer and PhD Student Guttman Community College and The Graduate Center, CUNY
325. 12/3/20 15:19 Phil Keisman Candidate, History Department Graduate Center
326. 12/3/20 15:19 Cindy Greenberg Professor Kingsborough Community College
327. 12/3/20 15:21 Leah Anderst Associate Professor of English, Writing Program Director Queensborough Community College
328. 12/3/20 15:23 Soniya Munshi Associate Professor CUNY BMCC
329. 12/3/20 15:25 Kristina Richardson Associate Professor of History Queens College
330. 12/3/20 15:26 Matthew Eatough Assistant Professor of English Baruch College
331. 12/3/20 15:30 Jessica Larson Adjunct Lecturer City College
332. 12/3/20 15:31 Linta Varghese Assistant Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
333. 12/3/20 15:33 Donovan Bisbee Lecturer Baruch College
334. 12/3/20 15:35 Ramsey Scott Adjunct Assistant Professor Brooklyn College
335. 12/3/20 15:35 Laura Tanenbaum Professor LaGuardia
336. 12/3/20 15:38 Karanja Keita Carroll Substitute Lecturer Baruch
337. 12/3/20 15:39 Marilyn Katz Lecturer Queensborough Community College
338. 12/3/20 15:39 Joseph Rosenberg Professor of Law CUNY LaW
339. 12/3/20 15:41 Christina Katopodis PhD Candidate The Graduate Center
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340. 12/3/20 15:42 Flora de Tournay Doctoral Fellow The Graduate Center
341. 12/3/20 15:42 Dr. Erin Spampinato CUNY Alum and Adjunct Professor Georgetown University and University of Southern Maine
342. 12/3/20 15:42 Julia Rothenberg Associate Professor Queensborough Community College
343. 12/3/20 15:44 Nancy Stern Associate Professor CCNY
344. 12/3/20 15:46 Talia Schaffer Professor of English Queens College and Graduate Center, CUNY
345. 12/3/20 15:46 Geralyn Mercado Sosa Student Hunter College
346. 12/3/20 15:46 Maya C. Rose PhD Candidate Educational Psychology Graduate Center
347. 12/3/20 15:47 Andrea Fabrizio Associate Professor Hostos Community College
348. 12/3/20 15:48 Asima Chaudhary Instructor CUNY School of Law
349. 12/3/20 15:49 Kelsey Swift PhD Candidate, Adjunct Lecturer Graduate Center, Lehman College, City College
350. 12/3/20 15:49 Gillian Gower, PhD Alumna Hunter College
351. 12/3/20 15:50 Ruthann Robson Professor of Law & University Distinguished Professor School of Law
352. 12/3/20 15:51 Teresa Hazas Lecturer Queens College
353. 12/3/20 15:51 Shivanti Lalla Student Queens College
354. 12/3/20 15:53 Herbert Fischer Adjunct professor BMCC
355. 12/3/20 15:55 Arthur Shippee Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
356. 12/3/20 15:57 Trikartikaningsih Byas Associate Professor Queensborough Community College
357. 12/3/20 15:57 Conor Tomás Reed Faculty, Africana Studies & American Studies Brooklyn College
358. 12/3/20 15:59 Katherine Behar Associate Professor Baruch College and The Graduate Center
359. 12/3/20 16:00 Mathieu Sassolas Assistant Professor Queensborough CC
360. 12/3/20 16:02 JAY MANCINI PROFESSOR KINGSBOROUGH
361. 12/3/20 16:02 Jessica Wagner Webster Digital Initiatives Librarian and Assistant Professor Baruch College
362. 12/3/20 16:04 Julia Furay Assistant Professor Kingsborough Community College
363. 12/3/20 16:05 Nicodemus Nicoludis Adjunct Asst Professor the City College of New York
364. 12/3/20 16:06 Jane Guskin Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
365. 12/3/20 16:08 Jean Mills Associate Professor John Jay College
366. 12/3/20 16:11 Eduardo Capulong Professor of Law CUNY School of Law
367. 12/3/20 16:11 Robert Balun Adjunct Assistant Professor City College
368. 12/3/20 16:12 Wayne Koestenbaum Distinguished Professor of English Graduate Center
369. 12/3/20 16:12 Adriana Palmer Electronic Resources Librarian CUNY Graduate Center
370. 12/3/20 16:12 Moshe Lachter Adjunct Lecturer Queensborough
371. 12/3/20 16:14 Zachary Krall Adjunct Instructor (CAPS) Baruch College
372. 12/3/20 16:14 Roger Sedarat Professor Queens College
373. 12/3/20 16:15 Schneur Newfield Assistant Professor BMCC
374. 12/3/20 16:15 Sebaastian Murolo Associate Professor Queensborough Community College
375. 12/3/20 16:18 Donna Davey Adjunct Reference Librarian Graduate Center
376. 12/3/20 16:20 Robin Hizme Adjunct Lecturer, English Queens College
377. 12/3/20 16:20 Micheal Rumore Adjunct Instructor Lehman College
378. 12/3/20 16:26 Debarati Biswas Adjunct Lecturer Hunter College
379. 12/3/20 16:28 Donna Dickinson Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
380. 12/3/20 16:32 Mikhail Rabinovich Electrical Engineer / M.S. Student John Jay College of Criminal Justice
381. 12/3/20 16:33 Natasha Ochshorn Graduate Assistant Brooklyn College
382. 12/3/20 16:35 Francesca Hyatt Adjunct Professor Queens College
383. 12/3/20 16:35 Pamela Edwards Professor of Law CUNY School of Law
384. 12/3/20 16:36 Monika Zaleska Teaching Fellow and PhD Student at The Graduate Center Brooklyn College
385. 12/3/20 16:39 Carlos Hernandez Associate Professor, English BMCC and the Graduate Center
386. 12/3/20 16:43 Janice Cline Lecturer York
387. 12/3/20 16:45 Wei Lai Associate Professor Queensborough CC
388. 12/3/20 16:48 Lara Alonso Student The Graduate Center
389. 12/3/20 16:51 Alan Mandel Adjunct Lecturer Kingsborough Community College
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390. 12/3/20 16:53 Noam Scheindlin Associate Professor LaGuardia
391. 12/3/20 16:53 Carrie Conners Professor LaGuardia
392. 12/3/20 16:53 Rachel Dixon Graduate Student, Software Manager The Graduate Center
393. 12/3/20 16:55 Anthony Giangrasso Prof LAG
394. 12/3/20 16:55 ana mora lecturer LaGuardia Community College
395. 12/3/20 16:56 Cara O'Connor Assistant Professor, Philosophy BMCC
396. 12/3/20 16:57 Robert Shapiro Professor of Judaic Studies Brooklyn College
397. 12/3/20 16:58 Lisa Brundage Director of Teaching, Learning, and Technology Macaulay Honors College
398. 12/3/20 17:00 David Stott Assc. Professor of Film & Television LaGuardia
399. 12/3/20 17:01 Kristopher Burrell Associate Professor Hostos Community College
400. 12/3/20 17:01 Yelizaveta Shapiro Doctoral Candidate Graduate Center
401. 12/3/20 17:04 Dr. Tsao Professor LaGuardia Community College
402. 12/3/20 17:04 Kathleen Wentrack Professor Queensborough Community College
403. 12/3/20 17:06 Joseph Entin Professor of English Brooklyn College
404. 12/3/20 17:07 Lesley Broder Associate Professor Kingsborough Community College
405. 12/3/20 17:08 Jeanmaire Manelski Dr. Laguardia
406. 12/3/20 17:09 Heidi Diehl Adjunct Assistant Professor Brooklyn College
407. 12/3/20 17:11 Lubie Alatriste Professor NYCCT
408. 12/3/20 17:12 Thomas Harbison Associate Director of Digital Education Borough of Manhattan Community College
409. 12/3/20 17:12 Dinorah Adjunct Lecturer QCC, BCC
410. 12/3/20 17:13 Ana Acosta Associate Professor of English Brooklyn College
411. 12/3/20 17:20 Ala Alryyes Associate Professor Queens College
412. 12/3/20 17:24 John Zayac Adjunct Instructor Queens College
413. 12/3/20 17:29 Nancy Foasberg Associate Professor, Library Queens College
414. 12/3/20 17:30 Kirsten Gill Graduate Teaching Fellow Graduate Center/City Tech
415. 12/3/20 17:30 Elizabeth Wollman Professor of Music Baruch College
416. 12/3/20 17:37 Rafael A. Mutis García Ph.D candidate Graduate Center
417. 12/3/20 17:43 Maryann Corrigan Magaldi
Professor
QCC
418. 12/3/20 17:45 Deirdre O'Boy Lecturer Lehman College
419. 12/3/20 17:46 Doreen Bowens Adjunct Lecturer Kingsborough Community College
420. 12/3/20 17:48 Mary Lynn Navarro Associate Professor, English Kingsborough Community College
421. 12/3/20 17:48 Meredith Hilliard PhD Student/Adjunct Graduate Center
422. 12/3/20 17:49 Aegina Barnes Lecturer York College
423. 12/3/20 17:52 Sarah Valentine Professor of Law CUNY School of Law
424. 12/3/20 17:52 T. J. Bray Doctoral candidate Graduate Center / Brooklyn College
425. 12/3/20 17:55 Monika Ekiert Associate Professor LaGuardia CC
426. 12/3/20 17:57 irina rutenburg associate professor queensborough community college
427. 12/3/20 17:58 Rachel Corey PhD student and PublicsLab Fellow Graduate Center
428. 12/3/20 18:01 Michael Druffel Adjunct Professor CCNY
429. 12/3/20 18:06 Silvia Alvarez-Olarra Associate Prof. BMCC
430. 12/3/20 18:06 Eliot Bates Associate Professor of Music The Graduate Center
431. 12/3/20 18:08 Evelyn Burg Professor LaGuardia Community College
432. 12/3/20 18:13 Jennifer Gliere Adjunct Assistant Professor (WI courses) Queensborough Community College
433. 12/3/20 18:13 Jennifer Sloan Adjunct Lecturer City College
434. 12/3/20 18:13 Michelle Ronda Associate Professor & Program Coordinator, Criminal Justice BMCC
435. 12/3/20 18:29 Craig Chesler CLIP Instructor LaGuardia Community College
436. 12/3/20 18:29 Megan Behrent Associate Professor of English NYC College of Technology
437. 12/3/20 18:30 Erin Wuebker Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
438. 12/3/20 18:36 valerie Thiers-Thiam Associate Professor BMCC
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439. 12/3/20 18:37 Gabrielle Afable Student Brooklyn College
440. 12/3/20 18:43 Sean O'Heir Electronic Resources Librarian City College of New York
441. 12/3/20 18:45 Cass Lowry PhD student, GTF Brooklyn College
442. 12/3/20 18:47 Ellen Sexton Assoc Professor in the Library John Jay College of Criminal Justice
443. 12/3/20 18:49 Maria Savva Associate Professor LaGuardia
444. 12/3/20 18:51 Timothy Shortell Professor Brooklyn College and the Graduate Center
445. 12/3/20 18:58 Matthew Garley Assistant Professor York College
446. 12/3/20 19:02 Ellen Quish Adjunct LaGuardia CC
447. 12/3/20 19:07 Moazam Ali Alumni CUNY Hunter College
448. 12/3/20 19:12 Susan Bernstein adjunct assistant professor QC
449. 12/3/20 19:13 Karen Shelby Associate Professor Baruch
450. 12/3/20 19:16 Bettina Lerner Associate Professor CCNY and The Graduate Center
451. 12/3/20 19:19 Tim McCormack Associate Professor John Jay College
452. 12/3/20 19:22 Elizabeth Jardine Associate Professor LaGuardia Community College
453. 12/3/20 19:23 Sophie Maríñez Professor of Modern Languages Borough of Manhattan Community College
454. 12/3/20 19:26 Jennifer Corby Assistant Professor Kingsborough
455. 12/3/20 19:39 Penelope Lewis Associate Professor School of Labor and Urban Studies
456. 12/3/20 19:44 Laurie Gluck Laguardia
457. 12/3/20 19:50 Weiheng Sun Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
458. 12/3/20 19:51 Elizabeth Tompkins Associate Professor Kingsborough CC
459. 12/3/20 19:57 Lizette Colón Counselor Hostos
460. 12/3/20 20:04 Karen Miller Professor LaGuardia Community College
461. 12/3/20 20:06 Mark Rice Assistant Professor Baruch College
462. 12/3/20 20:09 Joshua Greenberg Student Baruch College
463. 12/3/20 20:10 Jacob Noe Diaz Computer Lab Technician BMCC
464. 12/3/20 20:10 Filip Stabrowski Associate Professor LaGuardia Community College
465. 12/3/20 20:11 Anna Karpathakis Assoc. Prof. Sociology KBCC
466. 12/3/20 20:12 Rosalia LoVerde Student Baruch College
467. 12/3/20 20:19 Ayman Naquvi CLIP Instructor LaGuardia CC
468. 12/3/20 20:20 Andrea Morrell Associate Professor of Anthropology Guttman CC CUNY
469. 12/3/20 20:21 Kristen Hackett Doctoral Candidate The Graduate Center
470. 12/3/20 20:25 Rocio Carranza Brito Graduate Student/Adjunct Graduate Center/Queens College
471. 12/3/20 20:26 Gustavo A Rivera Adjunct-Lecturer BMCC, CITY TECH
472. 12/3/20 20:26 Alicia Acampora Alumni CUNY Brooklyn
473. 12/3/20 20:28 Berenice Darwich Assistant Professor BMCC
474. 12/3/20 20:29 Paul Holchak Adjunct Assistant Professor Queens College
475. 12/3/20 20:35 Reem Jaafar Professor LaGuardia Community College
476. 12/3/20 20:41 Bret Maney Assistant Professor Lehman College
477. 12/3/20 20:42 Emilia Decaudin Alumni CCNY / MHC / CUNY BA
478. 12/3/20 20:43 Sebastian R. Pieciak Adjunct Lecturer LaGuardia Community College
479. 12/3/20 20:45 Philipp Rothmaler BCC
480. 12/3/20 20:54 Jill Kehoe Associate Professor LaGuardia Community College
481. 12/3/20 20:56 Alejandro Varderi Professor BMCC
482. 12/3/20 20:56 Jonathan Epstein, Ph.D. Adjunct Associate Professor John Jay College of Criminal Justice
483. 12/3/20 20:57 Romm Lewkowicz Adjunct Lecturer John Jay, Baruch
484. 12/3/20 20:58 Tatyana Kleyn Associate Professor The City College of New York
485. 12/3/20 21:09 Alan Aja Professor & Chair Brooklyn College
486. 12/3/20 21:11 Prithi Kanakamedala Associate Professor, History Bronx Community College
487. 12/3/20 21:11 Velina Manolova Ph.D. Program in English Alum The Graduate Center
488. 12/3/20 21:15 Joanna Gurin Ms CUNY Graduate Center
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489. 12/3/20 21:26 John Krinsky Professor of Political Science City College of New York
490. 12/3/20 21:31 Joseph McElligott Lecturer Lehman College
491. 12/3/20 21:32 Lucien Baskin PhD Student in Urban Education Graduate Center
492. 12/3/20 21:34 Chen Yang Undergraduate student Queens College
493. 12/3/20 21:34 Sarah Lamdan Professor CUNY School of Law
494. 12/3/20 21:34 Vincent DiGirolamo Associate Professor Baruch
495. 12/3/20 21:35 Linda Reesman Professor Queensborough Community College
496. 12/3/20 21:40 Emily Drabinski Interim Chief Librarian Graduate Center
497. 12/3/20 21:42 Pamela Stemberg Adjunct Assistant Professor The City College of New York
498. 12/3/20 21:46 Michael Branson Smith Associate Professor of Communications Technology York College
499. 12/3/20 21:46 Maureen Garvey Librarian CSI
500. 12/3/20 21:50 Dr. A.L. McMichael alum The Graduate Center and Brooklyn College
501. 12/3/20 21:51 Tanya Agathocleous Associate Professor Hunter College
502. 12/3/20 21:54 Pablo Avila Adjunct LaGuardia CC
503. 12/3/20 21:54 Heather Richner Student CUNY School of Law
504. 12/3/20 21:56 Claire Lynch Alumni City College of New York
505. 12/3/20 21:57 Elizabeth Crews Student Hunter College
506. 12/3/20 21:58 Esther Allen Professor Baruch College
507. 12/3/20 21:59 Michael Adjunct Lecturer John Jay College
508. 12/3/20 22:01 Cheri Carr Associate Professor LaGuardia
509. 12/3/20 22:03 Jessie Daniels Professor Hunter College and The Graduate Center
510. 12/3/20 22:04 Mangala Tawde Associate Professor Queensborough CC
511. 12/3/20 22:04 Michael McCabe Adjunct Professor School of Labor and Urban Studies
512. 12/3/20 22:07 Kafui Attoh Associate Professor CUNY School of Labor and Urban Studies
513. 12/3/20 22:08 Sanford Schram Professor Hunter College
514. 12/3/20 22:09 Divya Babbula Student CUNY School of Law
515. 12/3/20 22:10 Kashema Hutchinson Student CUNY Graduate Center
516. 12/3/20 22:10 Sue Goldhaber Lecturer in English Queens College
517. 12/3/20 22:11 Claudia Case Associate Professor Lehman College
518. 12/3/20 22:12 Christopher Kelley Law Student CUNY School of Law
519. 12/3/20 22:14 Jennifer MacKenzie Lecturer Lehman
520. 12/3/20 22:15 Lorena Ellis Professor QCC
521. 12/3/20 22:16 Anthony Alessandrini Professor of English Kingsborough Community College
522. 12/3/20 22:17 Gina Rae Foster Director, Teaching & Learning Center John Jay College of Criminal Justice
523. 12/3/20 22:18 Michelle Gaspari Adjunct Lecturer and PhD Student Baruch College and the CUNY Graduate Center
524. 12/3/20 22:19 Jane Holzka AFJ. Assistant Professor LaGuardia Community College
525. 12/3/20 22:20 Wendy Williams Adjunct Assistant Professor CUNY School of Professional Studies
526. 12/3/20 22:21 alexandra reese law student cuny school of law
527. 12/3/20 22:23 Pamela Thielman PhD candidate The Graduate Center
528. 12/3/20 22:26 Simon Peter Tangney CUNY Law '22 CUNY School of Law
529. 12/3/20 22:27 Rachel Pitkin Instructor / Student School of Professional Studies / Hostos CC
530. 12/3/20 22:32 Shari Seraneau Coordinator HCC
531. 12/3/20 22:34 Kevin Pham Student Graduate Center
532. 12/3/20 22:35 Leor Stylar MFA Candidate Queens College
533. 12/3/20 22:36 Carmela Miller Miss Queens College
534. 12/3/20 22:40 Karan Puri Associate Professor, Mathematics Queensborough Community College
535. 12/3/20 22:41 Stafford Gregoire Assistant Professor LaGuardia
536. 12/3/20 22:44 Jacqueline Coffey Graduate student, MALS The Graduate Center
537. 12/3/20 22:44 Katie Straker Ms. The Graduate Center
538. 12/3/20 22:46 Naomi Podber Doctoral Lecturer Hunter College
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539. 12/3/20 22:47 Raquel Otheguy Assistant Professor Bronx Community College
540. 12/3/20 22:55 Nayeon Kim Student CUNY School of Law
541. 12/3/20 23:01 Charlie Markbreiter Adjunct Queens College
542. 12/3/20 23:07 Jared Fagen PhD student, Graduate Teaching Fellow Graduate Center, City College of New York
543. 12/3/20 23:11 Ethan Chiel Student CUNY School of Law
544. 12/3/20 23:27 Iris Vargas Alum Hunter College
545. 12/3/20 23:28 Angel L. Soto Alum Hunter College
546. 12/3/20 23:29 Gugeeta Cheetram SGA, Vice President of Internal Affaires Lehman College
547. 12/3/20 23:30 Leona Torres student Queens college
548. 12/3/20 23:50 Donnalyn Washington Adjunct Lecturer Kingsborough Community College
549. 12/3/20 23:55 John Bendall Dual Degree MA Student Queens College
550. 12/4/20 0:24 Amy Herzog Professor, Media Studies Queens College & the Graduate Center
551. 12/4/20 0:26 Nicholas Brown PhD Candidate and Graduate Assistant Graduate Center and Baruch College
552. 12/4/20 0:27 Mahdi Uddin Student Hunter
553. 12/4/20 1:08 Seo-Young Chu Associate Professor Queens College
554. 12/4/20 1:34 Maryam Agalarova Student, M.S. Data Analysis & Visualization CUNY, GC
555. 12/4/20 2:37 Selin Kalostyan Adjunct Lecturer Lehman
556. 12/4/20 2:38 Lynne Turner Graduate Student/Adjunct Lecturer The Graduate Center/LaGuardia Community College
557. 12/4/20 3:02 Rebecca Mitnik alumnus Hunter College
558. 12/4/20 4:45 Javier Otero Peña PhD Candidate / Student Advisor The Graduate Center, CUNY
559. 12/4/20 5:38 Kristen Gallagher Professor LaGuardia CC
560. 12/4/20 5:59 Van Bich Tran Open Educational Resources and Open Access Adjunct Librarian LaGuardia Community College
561. 12/4/20 6:24 Heather Robinson Professor York College
562. 12/4/20 6:46 Ann Matsuuchi Professor LaGuardia Community College
563. 12/4/20 6:48 Rachel Youens Adjunct Associate Professor LaGCC
564. 12/4/20 6:54 Renata Kobetts Miller Professor and Deputy Dean City College
565. 12/4/20 7:25 Sara Miller Adjunct lecturer LaGuardia Community College
566. 12/4/20 7:40 Yonatan Reinberg Alumni Graduate Center
567. 12/4/20 7:42 Anthony Gronowicz Adjunct Full Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
568. 12/4/20 7:46 Jacquelyn Bracco Assistant Professor Queens
569. 12/4/20 7:50 Jesse Schwartz Associate Professor LaGuardia CC
570. 12/4/20 7:52 Jim Papa Professor of English York College
571. 12/4/20 7:52 Joseph Boisvere PhD student/teaching fellow/adjunct lecturer The Graduate Center, Hunter College, City College
572. 12/4/20 7:52 Cheryl Smith Associate Professor Baruch College
573. 12/4/20 7:54 Ramon Garcia Continuing Education Instructor Borough of Manhattan Community College
574. 12/4/20 7:55 Liv Yarrow Professor Brooklyn College
575. 12/4/20 8:05 Jessica Taylor Treijs MA Student, Brooklyn College Alum The Graduate Center
576. 12/4/20 8:06 Patrick Corbett Assistant Professor of English New York City College of Technology
577. 12/4/20 8:12 Mary McGlynn Associate Professor of English Baruch College and the Graduate Center
578. 12/4/20 8:15 Kent Szlauderbach Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
579. 12/4/20 8:20 Anna Lucille Boozer Associate Professor Baruch College
580. 12/4/20 8:23 Melissa Dinsman Assistant Professor of English York College
581. 12/4/20 8:26 Ángeles Donoso Macaya Associate Professor of Spanish BMCC
582. 12/4/20 8:28 Niani Jones Alum CUNY Brooklyn College
583. 12/4/20 8:29 Sara McDougall Associate Professor, Global History John Jay College of Criminal Justice
584. 12/4/20 8:36 John McCullough Associate Professor/Chair of Entertainment Technology City Tech
585. 12/4/20 8:45 Gina Cherry Director, Center for Excellence in Teaching, Learning, and Scholarship BMCC
586. 12/4/20 8:50 Christopher McHale Associate Professor LaGuardia Community College
587. 12/4/20 8:55 Silvia Roig Associate Professor BMCC-CUNY
588. 12/4/20 8:56 Eizabeth Bullock Alum CUNY Graduate Center
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589. 12/4/20 9:04 Katrina Moore Adjunct lecturer Hunter College
590. 12/4/20 9:07 Mariana Romo-Carmona Adjunct Assistant Professor City College of New York, CUNY
591. 12/4/20 9:14 Daniel Collins Professor Guttman Community College
592. 12/4/20 9:15 Kiran Mansukhani PhD student, GTF Graduate Center, Brooklyn College
593. 12/4/20 9:18 Miguel Fiolhais Associate Professor BMCC
594. 12/4/20 9:18 Cristina Bruns Associate professor, English Laguardia CC
595. 12/4/20 9:20 Monica Berger Associate Professor, Library New York City College of Technology






598. 12/4/20 9:24 Leslie Paik Associate Professor of Sociology City College
599. 12/4/20 9:40 Timothy Aubry English Department Chair Baruch College
600. 12/4/20 9:42 Priscilla Stadler Assoc. Director, Center for Teaching and Learning LaGuardia Community College
601. 12/4/20 9:44 Jessica Yood Associate Professor of English Lehman College
602. 12/4/20 9:44 Simone Yearwood Associate Professor Queens College
603. 12/4/20 9:44 Olivia Moy Assistant Professor Lehman College
604. 12/4/20 9:44 Sarah Kresh Faculty Development Manager SPS
605. 12/4/20 9:45 Upma Sharma Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
606. 12/4/20 9:46 Karen Strassler Professor, Anthropology Queens College
607. 12/4/20 9:46 Nicholas Devlin GTF/PhD student Baruch/GC
608. 12/4/20 9:47 Lawrence D Blake Adjunct Lecturer QCC
609. 12/4/20 9:48 Avra Spector Adjunct Instruct Baruch College
610. 12/4/20 9:48 Tara Coleman Associate Professor LaGuardia Community College
611. 12/4/20 9:48 Roderick Hurley Doctoral Student, Adjunct Lecturer, Student Council Co-Chair The Graduate Center, College of Staten Island
612. 12/4/20 9:52 Amy Baily Lecturer Baruch College
613. 12/4/20 9:57 Mattheus Oliveira Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
614. 12/4/20 9:57 Brooke Schreiber Assistant Professor Baruch College
615. 12/4/20 9:58 Jonathan Sands Adjunct Lecturer Brooklyn College
616. 12/4/20 9:59 Jana Porter Reference and Instruction Librarian Borough of Manhattan Community College
617. 12/4/20 10:04 Hagop Sarkissian Associate Professor Baruch College
618. 12/4/20 10:09 Constantin Schreiber Lecturer Baruch College
619. 12/4/20 10:11 Scott Tulloch Assistant Professor BMCC
620. 12/4/20 10:12 Evan Smith Adjunct Baruch
621. 12/4/20 10:13 Spencer Everett Adjunct Lecturer Baruch College
622. 12/4/20 10:13 Ella Nalepka J.D. Candidate CUNY Law
623. 12/4/20 10:14 Katherine Volkmer Adjunct Lecturer and PhD student Hunter College / Graduate Student
624. 12/4/20 10:20 Niklas Janisch Lab Instructor Brooklyn College
625. 12/4/20 10:22 Laura Broughton Associate Professor Bronx Community College
626. 12/4/20 10:24 Emily Brooks Adjunct Assistant Professor LaGuardia Community College
627. 12/4/20 10:25 Phoebe Glicj Adjunct lecturer Baruch college
628. 12/4/20 10:26 Laura Kolb Assistant Professor of English Baruch
629. 12/4/20 10:29 Jennifer Sylvor Adjunct Assistant Professor Baruch College
630. 12/4/20 10:31 Tom Peele Associate Professor; Director of the Teaching and Learning Center CCNY
631. 12/4/20 10:31 Elizabeth Edenberg Assistant Professor Baruch College
632. 12/4/20 10:36 Peter Susanszky PhD student Graduate Center
633. 12/4/20 10:37 Maxine Krenzel Graduate Student CUNY Graduate Center
634. 12/4/20 10:45 Isabel Estrada Associate Professor CCNY
635. 12/4/20 10:46 Allison Amend Professor Lehman College
636. 12/4/20 10:50 Michelle Valladares Director, MFA Program in Creative Writing The City College of NY
637. 12/4/20 10:51 Carolina Bank Muñoz Professor of Sociology Brooklyn College
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638. 12/4/20 10:54 Amy Wolfe Accessibility Librarian and OER Developer CUNY Central OLS and Brooklyn College
639. 12/4/20 10:54 Robert Higney Assistant Professor, English City College
640. 12/4/20 10:59 Elizabeth Mazzola Professor of English and Department Chair CCNY
641. 12/4/20 11:04 Kelly Amoroso Instructor KCC
642. 12/4/20 11:06 Michael Olynciw Adjunct Assistant Professor LAGCC/ QCC
643. 12/4/20 11:12 Andrea Walkden Associate Professor of English (unpaid leave 2020-21) Queens College, CUNY
644. 12/4/20 11:15 Jason Matthew Buchanan
Associate Professor
Hostos
645. 12/4/20 11:17 Max Thorn Adjunct Instruction Librarian Queens College
646. 12/4/20 11:18 Ian Singleton Adjunct Lecturer Baruch / City Tech
647. 12/4/20 11:20 Angela Elbanna Adjunct Instructor BMCC
648. 12/4/20 11:25 Sandra Cheng Associate Professor New York City College of Technology
649. 12/4/20 11:26 Sara Akant Adjunct Lecturer Baruch College
650. 12/4/20 11:26 Indra Avens Lecturer Queensborough Community College
651. 12/4/20 11:27 Hannah Rosenberg Adjunct Lecturer CCNY
652. 12/4/20 11:29 Sarang Gopalakrishnan Assistant Professor of Physics College of Staten Island and Graduate Center
653. 12/4/20 11:30 Joseph Henry PhD Candidate in Art History Graduate Center
654. 12/4/20 11:33 Michael McGee Associate Professor BMCC
655. 12/4/20 11:39 Pam Laskin Lecturer The City College
656. 12/4/20 11:40 Vanessa K. Valdés Director of Black Studies Program The City College of New York
657. 12/4/20 11:45 Wendy Barrales Phd Candidate The Graduate Center
658. 12/4/20 11:46 Leanna Pohevitz Candidate for Juris Doctor, 2022 CUNY School of Law
659. 12/4/20 11:46 Clover Hutchinson assistant professor York College
660. 12/4/20 11:50 Bruno Gulli Associate Professor Kingsborough
661. 12/4/20 11:52 Douglas Smith Tech Talent Pipeline Program Manager/Adjunct Instructor John Jay College
662. 12/4/20 11:55 Marcelo Viana Neto Assistant Professor Hostos Community College
663. 12/4/20 12:02 Diane Dowling Professor BMCC
664. 12/4/20 12:03 Jessica Velez PhD student and adjunct CUNY-Graduate Center
665. 12/4/20 12:08 Stephen Grover Associate Professor & Chair Philosophy, Queens College
666. 12/4/20 12:14 Journisha Dolphin Student City College of New York
667. 12/4/20 12:14 Elizabeth Chaney Associate Professor BMCC
668. 12/4/20 12:16 Ryan Seslow Adjunct Associate professor York college & BMCC
669. 12/4/20 12:23 Emily Price PhD Student/Lecturer Graduate Center
670. 12/4/20 12:27 William Ashton Associate Professor York College
671. 12/4/20 12:28 John Beaumont Professor BMCC
672. 12/4/20 12:28 Erica Richardson Assistant Professor Baruch College
673. 12/4/20 12:30 Saadia Toor Associate Professor CSI
674. 12/4/20 12:33 Roxanne Zech J.D Candidate, Graduate Assistant CUNY Law
675. 12/4/20 12:37 Alexandria Eisenbarth Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
676. 12/4/20 12:37 Brittany Zayas Adjunct Instructor City College
677. 12/4/20 12:41 Claire King, EdD Associate Professor, Interdisciplinary Studies Stella and Charles Guttman Community College
678. 12/4/20 12:42 Natasha Bynum Student CUNY School of Law
679. 12/4/20 12:42 Fijolla Duraku Student Queens College
680. 12/4/20 12:43 Dali Duraku Student City College
681. 12/4/20 12:46 Lilly Padia Adjunct Lecturer, Academic Advisor City College of New York
682. 12/4/20 12:46 Tim Leonard Assistant Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
683. 12/4/20 12:48 Ainoa Inigo Associate Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
684. 12/4/20 12:54 Stephen Zweibel Digital Scholarship Librarian Graduate Center
685. 12/4/20 12:57 Eric Mandelbaum Associate Professor, Department of Philosophy Baruch College
686. 12/4/20 12:57 Nerdeen Mohsen 2L Law Student CUNY School of Law
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687. 12/4/20 13:13 Simone Harstead Student CUNY School of Law
688. 12/4/20 13:16 Katelyn Angell Adjunct Reference Librarian The Graduate Center
689. 12/4/20 13:17 Erick Martinez Student City College of New York
690. 12/4/20 13:24 Joy Dunkley Librarian John Jay






693. 12/4/20 13:37 Daisy Atterbury Graduate Student The Graduate Center
694. 12/4/20 13:42 Ian McDermott Associate Professor LaGuardia Community College
695. 12/4/20 13:44 Christine Jacknick Associate Professor BMCC
696. 12/4/20 13:49 Kyla Raskin student CUNY School of Law
697. 12/4/20 13:58 Maggie Dickinson Assistant Professor Guttman Community College
698. 12/4/20 14:00 Stephanie Margolin Associate Professor, Library Hunter College
699. 12/4/20 14:01 Jennifer Sarathy PhD Candidate; Art History Graduate Center
700. 12/4/20 14:08 Kyle Smith Student CUNY School of Law
701. 12/4/20 14:11 A. B. Chitty HEO Associate Queens College
702. 12/4/20 14:12 Steven Gilberto Graduated masters degree student John Jay College
703. 12/4/20 14:13 Mike Phillips Alumnus (now Clinical Asst. Prof. of Media Studies, Southern Illinois U) The Graduate Center
704. 12/4/20 14:23 Ian Grant Adjunct Lecturer CCNY
705. 12/4/20 14:23 Grace Kearney Adjunct Lecturer City College of New York
706. 12/4/20 14:31 Bertie Ferdman Associate Professor BMCC
707. 12/4/20 14:41 Debra Williams Adjunct Lecturer The City College of NY (CUNY)
708. 12/4/20 14:45 Shannon Haupt 2L Student CUNY School of Law
709. 12/4/20 14:45 Fatima Maryam Student CUNY School of Law
710. 12/4/20 14:47 Iris Finkel Web and Digital Initiatives Librarian Hunter College
711. 12/4/20 14:47 Sonja Killebrew Adjunct Lecturer City College of New York
712. 12/4/20 14:55 Stephanie Sorquira Law Student CUNY Law
713. 12/4/20 14:56 Sallie Chirdon 1L Student CUNY School of Law
714. 12/4/20 14:57 Gautam Chinta Professor CCNY
715. 12/4/20 14:57 Devin T. Molina Assistant Professor Bronx Community College
716. 12/4/20 14:57 Jillian Seymour 1L Law Student CUNY School of Law
717. 12/4/20 14:59 Jack Bogle Student CUNY Law
718. 12/4/20 15:11 Brenna Wolfe JD 1L CUNY LAW
719. 12/4/20 15:21 Christian Seno 2nd Year Law Student CUNY School of Law
720. 12/4/20 15:26 Cynthia Casey CLIP Instructor LaGuardia Community College
721. 12/4/20 15:37 John Pell Associate Professor-Librarian Hunter
722. 12/4/20 15:48 John H. Wahlert Professor Baruch
723. 12/4/20 15:48 Nadia Morales Ms. CUNY School of Law
724. 12/4/20 15:50 Cory Epsten Student CUNY School of Law
725. 12/4/20 15:53 Stephen Powers Professor Bronx Community College
726. 12/4/20 15:53 Chun-Yi Peng Associate Professor BMCC
727. 12/4/20 15:56 Jamie Zabinsky PhD Student / Grad Assistant The Graduate Center
728. 12/4/20 15:56 Jakob Schneider Adjunct Lecturer Hunter College
729. 12/4/20 15:58 Adam Goodkind Mr. CUNY Graduate Center
730. 12/4/20 16:12 Gordon Tapper Professor LaGuardia Community College
731. 12/4/20 16:12 Jana O'Keefe Bazzoni Professor Baruch College
732. 12/4/20 16:37 Joshua E. Mills Professor and Chair Baruch College
733. 12/4/20 16:39 Coline Chevrin PhD Student and Adjunct Graduate Center
734. 12/4/20 16:41 Christian Lewis PhD Candidate Graduate Center CUNY
735. 12/4/20 16:41 Alessandra Occhiolini PhD Student and Research Assistant Graduate Center
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736. 12/4/20 16:41 William Arguelles Doctoral Candidate the Graduate Center
737. 12/4/20 16:46 Jill Strauss Associate Professor BMCC
738. 12/4/20 16:50 Rebecca Wiegand Coale
Graduate Student in Music at the GC and Teaching Fellow at Hunter 
College Hunter College and Graduate Center
739. 12/4/20 16:51 Kelsey Chatlosh PhD candidate, adjunct lecturer The Graduate Center, Brooklyn College
740. 12/4/20 16:52 Sandra Goldstein Lehnert Graduate Assistant B (PhD Candidate) CUNY Graduate Center
741. 12/4/20 16:54 Brenna McCaffrey Writing Across the Curriculum Fellow Bronx Community College
742. 12/4/20 16:55 Christina Nieder Continuing Education Teacher LaGuardia
743. 12/4/20 16:58 Patrick Reilly Adjunct Associate Professor Baruch College
744. 12/4/20 17:01 Scott Voth Non-teaching adjunct Grad Center
745. 12/4/20 17:04 Fanny M Rodriguez Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
746. 12/4/20 17:24 Mobina Hashmi Asst Professor Brooklyn College
747. 12/4/20 17:28 Jocelyn Wills Professor, History; Director, American Studies Brooklyn College
748. 12/4/20 17:29 Martha Hagood Instructor NYCCT
749. 12/4/20 17:47 Adam Kocurek Adjunct Professor Hunter College
750. 12/4/20 17:48 Melanie Best Adjunct Professor Baruch College
751. 12/4/20 17:52 Judah Rubin Adjunct instructor Queens
752. 12/4/20 17:57 John Rice Mr. Queens College
753. 12/4/20 18:00 Donna Lee Granville Assistant Professor Brooklyn College
754. 12/4/20 18:03 Kristina Baines Associate Professor Guttman
755. 12/4/20 18:07 Briallen Hopper Assistant Professor of English Queens College
756. 12/4/20 18:13 Diana Pan Associate Professor Brooklyn
757. 12/4/20 18:15 Jose Nanin Professor Kingsborough Community College
758. 12/4/20 18:24 Marc Ella Roy Student in Urban Studies and Media Studies Macaulay Honors College at Hunter
759. 12/4/20 18:27 Luis Fernandez Professor Bronx Community College and The Graduate Center
760. 12/4/20 18:35 Jeremy Porter Professor Brooklyn College
761. 12/4/20 19:01 Asher Wycoff Adjunct Lecturer Lehman College
762. 12/4/20 19:04 Leila Boodhoo Clip Instructor QCC
763. 12/4/20 19:27 Phil Agee student Graduate Center
764. 12/4/20 19:28 Joseph Paul Hill PhD Candidate The Graduate Center
765. 12/4/20 19:28 M Silin Student Brooklyn College
766. 12/4/20 19:40 Jeanne Theoharis Distinguished Professor of Political Science Brooklyn College
767. 12/4/20 19:51
Dr. Maria E. Perez y 
Gonzalez
Deputy Chairperson & Associate Professor, Puerto Rican & Latino Studies
Brooklyn College
768. 12/4/20 19:59 Patricia Belen Graduate Student The Graduate Center
769. 12/4/20 20:00 Sara Ortiz Vice Chair for Graduate Affairs, University Student Senate CUNY Graduate Center
770. 12/4/20 20:08 Genevieve Milliken Student School of Public Health
771. 12/4/20 20:19 Beth Aviv Adjunct Lecturer Baruch
772. 12/4/20 20:29 Sumaita Hasan Ms Hunter College
773. 12/4/20 20:34 Muaad Alody Administrative coordinator The CUNY Graduate Center
774. 12/4/20 20:39 Carolina Chaves Assistant Professor Queensborough Community College
775. 12/4/20 20:44 Dr. Kamal Belmihoub Lecturer and ESL Director Baruch College
776. 12/4/20 20:45 Achim Koh Alumnus, now full-stack developer and data lead at Nolgong, Inc. The Graduate Center
777. 12/4/20 20:56 Jack Kenigsberg Coordinator of the Rockowitz Writing Center Hunter
778. 12/4/20 20:57 Megan Blumenreich Professor CCNY
779. 12/4/20 20:59 Carla Santamaría Assistant Professor Brooklyn College
780. 12/4/20 21:53 Barbara K Emanuele Adjunct Lecturer Queensborough Community College
781. 12/5/20 0:43 Rachel Rys Assistant Director of the Writing Center Baruch College
782. 12/5/20 3:36 Corey Mead Associate Professor Baruch
783. 12/5/20 6:29 Rhea B. Rahman Dr. Brooklyn College
784. 12/5/20 6:57 Jan Valle Professor CCNY
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785. 12/5/20 8:13 Alan Winson Adjunct Lecturerer JJAY
786. 12/5/20 8:31 Anthony Naaeke Assistant Professor of Communication BMCC
787. 12/5/20 9:59 Damon Dolabaille Adjunct Lecturer QCC
788. 12/5/20 11:03 David J Neely Adjunct Instructor Baruch and John Jay Colleges
789. 12/5/20 12:17 michael pelias Adjunct instructor brooklyn
790. 12/5/20 12:28 Jeffrey Heiman Lecturer John Jay
791. 12/5/20 12:40 Sarah Schulman Distinguished Professor CSI
792. 12/5/20 12:52 Michael Paris Associate Professor, Political Science College of Staten Island
793. 12/5/20 13:02 Matt Brim Professor CSI
794. 12/5/20 13:07 Thomas Volscho Assistant Professor College of Staten Island
795. 12/5/20 13:19 Maddy Fox Assistant Professor Brooklyn College
796. 12/5/20 13:28 Kuan Yi Chen Adjunct instructor College of Staten Island
797. 12/5/20 14:01 Travis Bartley Graduate Student Graduate Center
798. 12/5/20 15:22 Veronica Manlow Associate Professor Brooklyn College
799. 12/5/20 17:57 Ruth Wangerin Adjunct Assistant Professor of Anthropology Lehman College
800. 12/5/20 18:35 Megan Skelly Adjunct Lecturer, English Department CCNY
801. 12/5/20 18:40 Keith Winsted Adjunct Assistant Professor BMCC
802. 12/5/20 19:44 Kate Schnur Adjunct Assistant Professor Queens College
803. 12/5/20 19:51 Brian Pickett Adjunct Lecturer Brooklyn College
804. 12/5/20 21:14 Reynaldo Ortiz-Minaya Assistant Professor Brooklyn College.
805. 12/5/20 21:22 Marilise Propst student queens college
806. 12/5/20 21:58 Linda Chin CLIP Instructor LaGuardia Community College
807. 12/5/20 23:07 Kristle Johnson Student CUNY Hunter
808. 12/5/20 23:20 Geoff Johnson CUNY Start Instructor College of Staten Island
809. 12/5/20 23:45 Lauren Haller Ms. QC undergrad
810. 12/5/20 23:46 Avi Koenig Student Queens College
811. 12/5/20 23:51 John Student Queens college
812. 12/5/20 23:57 Hadassah Ms. Queens
813. 12/6/20 0:15 Tuka Al-Sahlani Alum York College
814. 12/6/20 3:00 Abraham Fuzaylov Student Queens College
815. 12/6/20 8:41 Allison Haller Student Queens College
816. 12/6/20 8:51 Karen Klockner Doctoral Student The Graduate Center
817. 12/6/20 9:04 Kevin Frank Professor Baruch College
818. 12/6/20 9:33 Sara Lifshitz Ms. Queens College
819. 12/6/20 9:52 Jean Halley Professor of Sociology College of Staten Island
820. 12/6/20 9:54 Onur Ayaz Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
821. 12/6/20 10:22 A. Judith Yancey Lecturer BMCC
822. 12/6/20 10:30 Josiane Torres Student The College of Staten Island
823. 12/6/20 11:05 Leah Rosenberg Student Queens College
824. 12/6/20 11:23 Alexandra Iskhakov Student Queens college
825. 12/6/20 13:37 Ladi Dell'aira M.A. Student in Biography & Memoir The Graduate Center
826. 12/6/20 14:33 Sally Zieper Student Brooklyn College
827. 12/6/20 14:36 Immanuel Ness Professor Brooklyn
828. 12/6/20 14:40 Maxaie Belmont Graduate Student The Graduate Center CUNY
829. 12/6/20 14:59 Vincent Tirelli Adjunct Assistant Professor Brooklyn College
830. 12/6/20 15:03 Joseph Sedita Adjunct Lecturer Queensborough Community
831. 12/6/20 15:27 Jennifer Cheng Student The Graduate Center
832. 12/6/20 15:48 Cody Campbell Adjunct Instructor Brooklyn College
833. 12/6/20 16:00 Laura Silverman Graduate Teaching Fellow Brooklyn College
834. 12/6/20 16:46 Graciano Matos LCHSO City College of New York
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835. 12/6/20 16:50 C. D. A. Evans Assistant Professor (Adj.), Department of Philosophy Baruch College
836. 12/6/20 16:53 Ken Estey Associate Professor Brooklyn College
837. 12/6/20 18:25 Domenick Acocella Lecturer BMCC
838. 12/6/20 18:27 Satenik Margaryan Assistant Professor BMCC
839. 12/6/20 18:27 Peter Consenstein Profesor Borough of Manhattan Community College
840. 12/6/20 18:28 Mindi Reich-Shapiro Assistant Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
841. 12/6/20 18:37 Sylvia Serban Continuing Education Teacher Borough of Manhattan Community College
842. 12/6/20 18:39 Ian Williams Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
843. 12/6/20 18:40 Bettina berch Adjunct assistant professor BMCC
844. 12/6/20 18:41 J Culkin Professor BMCC
845. 12/6/20 18:43 Juliet Emanuel Faculty BMCC
846. 12/6/20 18:44 Kim Macklin Adjunct Lecturer Baruch/BMCC
847. 12/6/20 18:45 Johannes Familton Assistant professor BMCC
848. 12/6/20 18:45 Christina Neubrand Adjunct BMCC
849. 12/6/20 18:46 Amy Sodaro Associate Professor of Sociology BMCC
850. 12/6/20 18:46 Loren Cohen Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
851. 12/6/20 18:49 Gerard Clock Lecturer BMCC
852. 12/6/20 18:49 Jason Samuels Professor BMCC
853. 12/6/20 18:51 Chokri Cherif Associate professor BMCC
854. 12/6/20 18:54 Karen Klatzkin Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
855. 12/6/20 18:57 Mary Padula Associate Professor BMCC
856. 12/6/20 19:01 Diana Rickard Associate Professor BMCC
857. 12/6/20 19:05 Shana Tribiano Associate Professor BMCC
858. 12/6/20 19:06 Sharon Avni Professor BMCC
859. 12/6/20 19:08 Janet Esquirol Associate Professor BMCC
860. 12/6/20 19:09 Hardaye Hansen Associate Professor BMCC
861. 12/6/20 19:09 Quentin Angus Assistant Professor BMCC
862. 12/6/20 19:10 Robert Masterson Lecturer BMCC
863. 12/6/20 19:11 Kim Williamson Adjunct Lecturer CUNY - Borough of Manhattan Community College (BMCC)
864. 12/6/20 19:11 M George Stevenson Associate Professor Bmcc
865. 12/6/20 19:12 Stephen Larrington Adj. Assist prof bmcc
866. 12/6/20 19:13 Sofia Sequenzia Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
867. 12/6/20 19:13 Angela Florschuetz Assistant Professor of English BMCC
868. 12/6/20 19:14 michael cavallaro asjunct bmcc
869. 12/6/20 19:15 Shane McConnell Lecturer BMCC
870. 12/6/20 19:18 Calev Sanders Mr Queens College
871. 12/6/20 19:19 Adele Shtern Adjunct Associate Professor BMCC/CUNY
872. 12/6/20 19:20 Kay Conway Professor BMCC
873. 12/6/20 19:29 Patricia Mathews Professor BMCC
874. 12/6/20 19:44 Dan Kawasaki Adjunct Assistant Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
875. 12/6/20 19:46 Anthony Bloch Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
876. 12/6/20 19:47 Carol Pereira-Olson Adjunct Assistant Professor BMCC
877. 12/6/20 19:49 Mark Hoffman Lecturer; Adjunct Lecturer BMCC and CCNY
878. 12/6/20 19:58 Victor Sirelson Adjunct Instructor CityTech and BMCC
879. 12/6/20 20:01 Hayley Wagner Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
880. 12/6/20 20:02 Jeff Hong Associate Professor BMCC
881. 12/6/20 20:07 Yi Annie Han professor BMCC
882. 12/6/20 20:10 Susan Neri-Friedwald Adjunct BMCC
883. 12/6/20 20:11 Robert Thill Adjunct Assistant Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
884. 12/6/20 20:20 Hao Tang Associate Professor BMCC
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885. 12/6/20 20:21 Ling Luo Associate Prof. BMCC
886. 12/6/20 20:29 Dan DePaulo Associate Professor BMCC
887. 12/6/20 20:33 Bryce Bauer Instructor BMCC
888. 12/6/20 20:42 Yanni Tournas Associate professor BMCC
889. 12/6/20 20:50 John Paul Gonzalez Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
890. 12/6/20 20:51 Leslie Craigo Assistant Professor BMCC
891. 12/6/20 20:55 Dongmei Yu Adjunct BMCC
892. 12/6/20 20:56 Patricia Genova Assistant Professor BMCC
893. 12/6/20 21:06 Aradhana Kumari Assistant Professor Borough Of Manhattan Community College
894. 12/6/20 21:10 Luis Alberto Aponte Adjunct Assistant Professor BMCC Citytech
895. 12/6/20 21:12 Keridiana Chez Associate Professor BMCC
896. 12/6/20 21:18 Naida Zukic Professor BMCC
897. 12/6/20 21:22 S. Deniz Gokcora Assistant Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
898. 12/6/20 21:29 MARIANNE DEMARCO ADJUNCT PROFESSOR BMCC
899. 12/6/20 21:36 Hillary Cepeda Student Lehman college
900. 12/6/20 21:47 Karim Muasher Adjunct BMCC
901. 12/6/20 21:50 Tiffany James HEO BMCC
902. 12/6/20 21:54 Paoyi Huang Assistant Professor BMCC
903. 12/6/20 21:59 Jose Laguarta Ramirez Adjunct Assistant Professor John Jay College
904. 12/6/20 22:06 Amanda Hall Adj. Lec. BMCC
905. 12/6/20 22:11 Marie-Michelle Strah Visiting Scholar / Adjunct Professor John Jay College
906. 12/6/20 22:14 Charles Mohan Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
907. 12/6/20 22:18 Owen Roberts Assistant Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
908. 12/6/20 22:21 Huda Ayyad Academic Advisor Bmcc
909. 12/6/20 22:28 Nena Schillinger Adjunct Associate Professor BMCC/CUNY
910. 12/6/20 22:53 Chris McCarthy Professor BMCC CUNY
911. 12/6/20 22:54 Irasema de Jesus Adjunct professor BMCC
912. 12/6/20 22:57 Fatima Prioleau Adj Lecturer BMCC
913. 12/6/20 23:10 Magdalena Grochecki Teacher BMCC
914. 12/6/20 23:18 Freelun Chen Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
915. 12/6/20 23:38 Hossannah Asuncion Adjunct Lecturer BMCC






918. 12/7/20 0:20 Andrew Levy Professor BMCC
919. 12/7/20 0:24 Anastassios Rigopoulos Assistant Professor BMCC
920. 12/7/20 0:50 Benito Mendoza-Garcia Associate Professor New York City College of Technology
921. 12/7/20 1:10 Manya Steinkoler Associate Professor Bmcc
922. 12/7/20 1:26 Ivan Retamoso Assistant Professor BMCC
923. 12/7/20 1:54 Daly Guilamo Associate professor BMCC
924. 12/7/20 2:01 Fred Peskoff Professor BMCC
925. 12/7/20 2:06 Daniel Nieves Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
926. 12/7/20 2:27 Joe Bisz Associate Professor BMCC
927. 12/7/20 4:03 Claire Wladis Professor BMCC
928. 12/7/20 4:05 Elizabeth Daniels Lecturer BMCC
929. 12/7/20 5:49 Alister Ramirez Professor BMCC
930. 12/7/20 6:22 Marcus Johnson Assistant Professor Baruch College
931. 12/7/20 7:01 Heather B James Assistant Professor BMCC
932. 12/7/20 7:39






933. 12/7/20 7:54 Marie Morgan Heo Asst. BMCC
934. 12/7/20 8:12 Richard Ganis Adjunct Assistant Professor BMCC
935. 12/7/20 8:17 Stephanie Porcelli Professor of biology BMCC
936. 12/7/20 8:20 Kyle Gorman Assistant Professor Graduate Center
937. 12/7/20 8:20 Matthew Marcus Lecturer BMCC
938. 12/7/20 8:22 Julie Waldner Senior Academic Advisor BMCC
939. 12/7/20 8:23 Terri Ellis Academic Advisor BMCC
940. 12/7/20 8:34 Judith Anderson Asoc. Professor BMCC
941. 12/7/20 8:38 Bethany Holmstrom Associate Professor LaGuardia Community College
942. 12/7/20 8:39 Al Leibman Adjunct Lecturuer BMCC
943. 12/7/20 8:47 Amy Ojerholm Higher Education Associate BMCC
944. 12/7/20 8:54 Dr. Douglas Anderson Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
945. 12/7/20 8:57 Chris Moss Adjunct Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
946. 12/7/20 8:59 Sarah Cohn Asst professor City College
947. 12/7/20 9:15 Corazon P. Lacsamana Adjunct Lecturer Borough of Manhattan Community College
948. 12/7/20 9:19 Andrea Porter Executive Coordinator (IRT Dept) BMCC
949. 12/7/20 9:20 Holly Messitt Associate Professor BMCC
950. 12/7/20 9:25 Siobhan McBride Assistant Professor BMCC
951. 12/7/20 9:27 Ruth Silverberg Associate Professor Department Chair College of Staten Island
952. 12/7/20 9:29 Sandra Moyano-Ariza PhD Candidate Graduate Center
953. 12/7/20 9:29 Rachael Benavidez Adjunct Lecturer, English Queens College and BMCC
954. 12/7/20 9:31 Jason Schneiderman Associate Professor BMCC
955. 12/7/20 9:32 Lori Mazzola HR Specialist BMCC
956. 12/7/20 9:33 Olivia Harris Social Media Coordinator (HEOa) Borough of Manhattan Community College
957. 12/7/20 9:44 Goretti Ng Full-Time Substitute BMCC
958. 12/7/20 9:44 Daniel A. Gil Instructor BMCC
959. 12/7/20 9:48 Melinda Altman Adjunct Lecturer Queens College
960. 12/7/20 9:53 Sharell Walker Assistant Professor BMCC
961. 12/7/20 9:59 Dr. Robert Reed Assoc. Professor of Music BMCC/CUNY
962. 12/7/20 10:00 Donald Monaco Adjunct Lecturer Lagcc/Bmcc
963. 12/7/20 10:01 Kathryn Joyce Adjunct lecturer Brooklyn College
964. 12/7/20 10:05 Anna Pinkas Assistant Professor BMCC
965. 12/7/20 10:08 Elsy Benitez Curatorial Assistant BMCC
966. 12/7/20 10:15 Marguerite Van Cook adjunct lecturer BMCC/Hunter
967. 12/7/20 10:16 Yuliya Shneyderman Associate Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
968. 12/7/20 10:17 Sarah Hoiland Associate Professor of Sociology Hostos Community College
969. 12/7/20 10:17 Amorita Jones Academic Advisor BMCC
970. 12/7/20 10:18 Marjorie A. Rubins CUNY Start Advisor HEO BMCC
971. 12/7/20 10:19 Rachel Cholst Academic Advisor Hostos Community College
972. 12/7/20 10:20 Quinn Minor Associate Professor, Science Borough of Manhattan Community College
973. 12/7/20 10:21 Craig Bernardini Professor Hostos
974. 12/7/20 10:22 Jorge Matos Assistant Professor & Reference Librarian Hostos
975. 12/7/20 10:23 Linda E. ALexander Director of Counseling Services Hostos Community College
976. 12/7/20 10:23 Joshua Belknap Senior CLT BMCC
977. 12/7/20 10:26 Eric Glaude', LCSW Student Life Psychological Counselor Borough Of Manhattan Community College (CUNY)
978. 12/7/20 10:30 Alba Lynch HEO Hostos C. College
979. 12/7/20 10:32 Yvonne Rosario-Quiroz Assistant Director of Career Services Hostos Community College
980. 12/7/20 10:32 Jane Sugarman Professor of Music The Graduate Center
981. 12/7/20 10:32






982. 12/7/20 10:35 Claire Bishop Professor Graduate Center
983. 12/7/20 10:44 Linsey Ly Ph.D. Candidate Graduate Center, CUNY
984. 12/7/20 10:44 Jerilyn Fisher Professor Hostos CC
985. 12/7/20 10:45 ROSEMARY JIMENEZ Academic Student Support Program Specialist HCC
986. 12/7/20 10:45 Dagmar Herzog Distinguished Professor of History Graduate Center
987. 12/7/20 10:47 Naomi Braine Professor of Sociology Brooklyn College
988. 12/7/20 10:47 Bilge Yesil Associate Professor College of Staten Island and Graduate Center
989. 12/7/20 10:51 Janet DouglasPryce Lecturer BMCC
990. 12/7/20 10:54 Moussa Gazali CLT BMCC
991. 12/7/20 10:55 Cindy Wong Professor College of Staten Island
992. 12/7/20 10:57 Samuel Hoadley-Brill Graduate Teaching Fellow Brooklyn College
993. 12/7/20 11:03 Anita Aboulafia Adjunct Lecturer CSI
994. 12/7/20 11:03 Rita Ivanissevich Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
995. 12/7/20 11:03 Judith Schoolman adjunct lecturer Borough of Manhattan Community College
996. 12/7/20 11:15 Kirsten Cole Associate Professor BMCC
997. 12/7/20 11:22 Katherine K. Chen Associate Professor The City College of New York and Graduate Center, CUNY
998. 12/7/20 11:26 Marian Stewart Titus Adjunct Assistant Professor Borough of Manhattan Community College
999. 12/7/20 11:26 Madeline Cruz HEO Assistant - One Stop Program Coordinator Hostos Community College
1000. 12/7/20 11:29 Jessie McCormack PhD Candidate GC
1001. 12/7/20 11:37 Elizabeth Yan IT Coordinator BMCC
1002. 12/7/20 11:38 Anne Stone Associate Professor Graduate Center
1003. 12/7/20 11:42 Alexis Pistone Senior Academic Advisor Borough of Manhattan Community College
1004. 12/7/20 11:43 Gemma Sharpe Alumni/Research Associate Graduate Center
1005. 12/7/20 11:50 Moses Phillips Co-Director Medgar Evers College
1006. 12/7/20 12:10 Ruben Worrell Adjunct Lecturer Hostos Community College
1007. 12/7/20 12:10 William Koch Assistant Professor BMCC
1008. 12/7/20 12:21 Michelle Cheikin Adjunct Assistant Professor Hostos
1009. 12/7/20 12:25 Iona Samuels Senior College Laboratory Technician BMCC
1010. 12/7/20 12:26 Olga Steinberg Professor Hostos CC
1011. 12/7/20 12:30 Rhonda Harrison Advisors BMCC
1012. 12/7/20 12:43 SOL MIRANDA Adjunct Assistant Professor Hostos Community College
1013. 12/7/20 12:50 amr mousa student college of staten island
1014. 12/7/20 12:53 Julie Skurski Distinguished Lecturer Graduate Center
1015. 12/7/20 13:03 Alex S. Vitale Professor of Sociology Brooklyn College
1016. 12/7/20 13:07 Edwin Mendez-Santiago Adjunct Lecturer Hostos
1017. 12/7/20 13:25 MaKayla McDonald Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
1018. 12/7/20 13:28 John Gillen Assistant Professor Hostos Community College
1019. 12/7/20 13:29 Elisa Decker Yes BMCC
1020. 12/7/20 13:30 Pauline G Academic Coordinator BMCC
1021. 12/7/20 13:32 Irma Justicia-Harris Adjunct Lecturer Hostos Community College
1022. 12/7/20 13:39 Jaewoo Lee Professor BMCC
1023. 12/7/20 13:40 Kate Kirtz Adjunct Assistant Professor BMCC
1024. 12/7/20 13:41 Luis Pelicot Associate Professor Hostos CC
1025. 12/7/20 13:42 Nina S. Young Adjunct BMCC
1026. 12/7/20 13:43 Carl James Grindley Professor Hostos
1027. 12/7/20 13:44 John Philip Eggers Professor Emeritus Bmcc
1028. 12/7/20 13:55 Jennifer Delfino Assistant Professor BMCC
1029. 12/7/20 13:57 Heather Zuber Adjunct Assistant Professor of English Queens College
1030. 12/7/20 14:12 Tessa Flannery Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
1031. 12/7/20 14:15 Brett Whysel Lecturer BMCC
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1032. 12/7/20 14:18 KELLY SECOVNIR ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BMCC
1033. 12/7/20 14:21 Sherry Millner Progessor Media Culture Department College of Staten Island
1034. 12/7/20 14:22 Cathleen Zotto Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
1035. 12/7/20 14:25 Suzanne Dell'Orto Adjunct Lecturer Baruch College
1036. 12/7/20 14:26 Victoria H Febrer Adjunct lecturer BMCC
1037. 12/7/20 14:28 Olivia A. Asher Student Lehman College
1038. 12/7/20 14:49 Edward Burt Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
1039. 12/7/20 14:53 Jean Grassman Associate Professor Graduate School of Public Health and Health Policy
1040. 12/7/20 15:05 Crystal Rodwell Instructor CCNY
1041. 12/7/20 15:11 M. G. Harris Adjunct BMCC
1042. 12/7/20 15:15 Solution Bereka Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
1043. 12/7/20 15:16 Nelson Izquierdo HE Assistant BMCC
1044. 12/7/20 15:25 joan W Scott Visiting Professor of History GC
1045. 12/7/20 15:35 Jake Lowenthal Student CUNY Queens College
1046. 12/7/20 15:35 Gabriel Kesten Student Queens College
1047. 12/7/20 15:38 Maura McCreight Adjunct Lecturer Brooklyn College
1048. 12/7/20 15:43 Milo Ward Adjunct Lecturer Lehman College
1049. 12/7/20 15:44 John Murphy Adjunct Professor Hostos
1050. 12/7/20 15:49 Corinna Singleman Adjunct Assistant Professor Queens College
1051. 12/7/20 16:20 Micah Owino Lecturer Kingsborough CC
1052. 12/7/20 16:27 david knight associate professor bmcc
1053. 12/7/20 16:32 Mary Poole CLIP Instructor BMCC
1054. 12/7/20 16:35 Michael Rifino Adjunct Lecturer/Graduate Student LaGuardia Community College/Graduate Center, CUNY
1055. 12/7/20 16:43 Hosu Kim Associate Professor Staten Island
1056. 12/7/20 16:48 Diana Cruz Academic Advisor Hostos Community College
1057. 12/7/20 16:53 Adam Li Lecturer BMCC
1058. 12/7/20 17:08 Sophia Chan Student Brooklyn College
1059. 12/7/20 17:11 mamadou doumbia Adjunct Hostos community
1060. 12/7/20 17:25 Asnaf Arian Undergraduate Freshman Student City College Of New York
1061. 12/7/20 17:26 Zuhayer Alvi Student The City College of New York
1062. 12/7/20 17:27 Boturjon Shukurov boycott Turnitin city college
1063. 12/7/20 17:35 Laura Andel Adjunct Assistant Professor Hostos Community College
1064. 12/7/20 18:12 Susan Buck-Morss Distinguished Professor CUNY Graduate Center
1065. 12/7/20 19:02 Sharon Preiss Adjunct Lecturer BMCC
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